Collapsible boats
Inflatable and foldable kayaks provide paddlers with an ease of transport that few other boats can offer. Inflatables and foldables can be packed into
compact cars, carried on pack trips, and carried on airplanes without extra charge. They come in all shapes and sizes and are built for a wide variety of uses.
Inflatable boats are found on many beginner and intermediate stretches of river, allowing paddlers with little or no experience to enjoy the fun and excitement
of whitewater. They are durable, maneuverable, and incredibly stable. Specialized inflatables are light enough and pack small enough to be carried on
backpacking trips, enabling enthusiasts to alternately hike and float through wilderness areas. Inflatables are often made from Hypalon or Denier nylon
with a urethane coating. They come in solo and tandem models, with speed and agility varying greatly by design.
Foldable kayaks generally consist of an aluminum or plastic frame with a synthetic skin stretched over it. They can be used in a wide variety of situations
and stand up to tough conditions. They are used by recreational paddlers, expedition kayakers, and the military. Constructed well, they are very seaworthy
and because of their transportability they can be carried just about anywhere.

>> Boats >> K1-INFLATABLE, K2-INFLATABLE, HYBRIDS, K1 - K2 FOLDABLE
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K1-Inﬂatable

Offering more stability than plastic kayaks and making river running accessible to a wide variety of
paddlers

GRABNER - EXPLORER 1
For the solo canoeist looking for a great boat, offering a wide
range of activities and pleasure for travelling. Although an
inflatable kayak, the Explorer is sleek and fast like a hard-shell
touring boat, but much more stable.
Intensive research and development has succeeded in
combining the advantages of convenience of an inflatable boat
with the paddling performance of a hard-shell boat.

Overall length/width: 395 x 75 cm - 12’ 12’’ x 30’’ - Cockpit opening: 80 x 43 cm - 31’’ x 17’’ - Boat side wall: 31 x 12 cm - 12’’ x
5’’ - Weight: 19,5 kg - 43 lbs - Minimal packing size: 70 x 35 x 30 cm - 28’’ x 14’’ x 12’’ - Air chambers: 6 - Assembly time (min): 10
Infos: www.grabner-sports.at

INCEPT – K40 TASMAN
Incept sea kayaks bring a totally new dimension to the
world of touring kayaks for your ocean, lake and Class 2 river
adventures. They offer the convenience and portability of an
inflatable without compromising the performance expected
from a hard-shell. Tasman has been back-packed over a
mountain pass, paddled down a Gr.3 river to the sea then
back to civilization after 3 days of coastal kayaking. Incept
inflatable sea kayaks pack into light, compact airline baggage
including kayak spray-skirts (not included), seats, pedals,
rudder and pump.

Length: 4.35 m - 5.35 m - Width: 0.67 m - Tube: 0.13 x 0.25 m - Cockpit dims: 71 x 44 cm - Air Chambers: 3+3 - 3+6 - Weight: 17
kg - 22 kg - Loading capacity: 160 kg - 240 kg
Infos: www.incept.co.nz
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K2-Inﬂatable

Inﬂatable tandem kayaks offering fun time on the water for two

RTM – KYO
The KYO is a double kayak perfectly adapted to family touring.
Comfortable and sturdy, it is equipped with many accessories.
With an excellent stability and a great manoeuvrability, the KYO
is also appreciated for its compact dimensions and lightweight.

Length: 335 cm / 11’ - width: 95 cm / 37.4’’ - weight: 15 kg / 33 lbs - max. cap.: 200 kg / 440 lbs
Infos: www.rtmkayaks.com

AQUADESIGN – SEAWAVER SW2
Aqua Designs latest release, the SEAWAVER inflatable kayak
is specialy designed for family use, seaside, lake or class i or
ii river. It is comfortable, functional and effective. Seats are
removable and adjustable. Tubes are made in high quality 1100
DTEX PVC. Special high pressure valve for easy inflation and
deflation. Contains 2 paddle supports, 3 inflating valves, 1
over pressure valve, 2 handles, inflatable floor, 2 towing ring,
3 inflatable compartments, 2 directional fins. Includes foot
pump, Polyester seats, PVC repair kit and a transport bag.

Length: 3,96 m - width: 0,90 m - weight: 15 kg
Infos: www.aquadesign.eu

INFINITY> ODYSSEY 385
Stable tri-tube hull • Fully enclosed air bladders for durability
and strength • Strong Nylon shell fabric • Spray visors fore and
aft keep water out of the cockpit • Under deck storage at rear
with cargo net • Ergonomic, adjustable seats with adjustable
backrest and child seats included • Grab handles at front, back
and sides • Neoprene knuckle protector strips • Paddle parks •
Rubbing strake at front hull and skeg at rear for tracking • Drain
bung • Packs into duffel bag (included) • Also included are:
Foot pump, take-apart paddles and instruction manual

Length: 3.85 m - Width: 0.9 m - Weight: 22 kg - Max Capacity: 250 kg
Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

ZPRO – TANGO
Our most popular “all purpose” reinforced material hull kayak.
Ideal for beginners and advanced kayakers. Compact and
lightweight. Easy to paddle even by one person. Plenty of space
for 2 paddlers with gear. Tracks even better and faster when
used with the Skeg. Designed and constructed to be used on
rivers, lakes and sea shore.

Length: 335 cm - width: overall: 95 cm / inside 43 cm - weight: 15 kg - Tube diameter: 26 cm - N° of chambers: 2 + 1 - Seat D-Ring: 8 pcs - D-Ring:
14 pcs - Bow / Stern rise: 43 cm
Infos:www.zpro.com
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ZPRO – TOTEM
A new kayak shape, innovative hull design and great looks,
enhanced performance and added features. Suits beginners as
well as experienced paddlers. The extra flat and wide bottom
provides unequaled adherence on the water and hence amazing
stability and maneuverability. Its wide proportions provide for
ample seating and leg space for 2 paddlers. Both front and
rear spray covers are equipped with bungee cords to tie down
additional gear.
Designed and constructed to be used on rivers, lakes and sea
shore.

Length: 335 cm - width: overall: 96 cm / inside 37 cm - weight: 16 kg - Tube diameter: 29,5 cm - N° of chambers: 2 + 1 - Seat D-Ring: 8 pcs D-Ring: 10 pcs - Bow / Stern rise: 30 cm
Infos: www.zpro.com

ZPRO – FLASH
A new kayak shape, innovative hull design and great looks;
enhanced performance and added features. Suits beginners as
well as experienced paddlers. The extra flat and wide bottom
provides unequaled adherence on the water and hence amazing
stability and maneuverability. Its wide proportions provide for
ample seating and leg space for 2 paddlers. Both front and
rear spray covers are equipped with bungee cords to tie down
additional gear.
Designed and constructed to be used on rivers, lakes and sea
shore.

Length: 374 cm - width: overall: 96 cm / inside 38 cm - weight: 17 kg - Tube diameter: 29 cm - N° of chambers: 2 + 1 - Seat D-Ring: 10 pcs D-Ring: 4 pcs - Bow / Stern rise: 34 cm
Infos: www.zpro.com

INCEPT - C44 TRAPPER
The C44 Trapper is Incept’s Indian-style canoe. Its wide beam
and high ends gives lots of room and a dry ride for two adults
and all the gear you might want on day and multi-day river
floats. The Trapper is loved by adventurers for its rigid hull,
durability and its huge cargo capacity. C44 Trapper is a super
stable craft that can be paddled confidently by less experienced
paddlers and can be used as a family river boat for 2 adults and
2 children. Trapper’s huge weight capacity means you can carry
out that elk or moose as well!

Length: 4.25 m - Width: 1.05 m - Tube: 0.22 x 0.35 m - Air Chambers 3 - Weight: 26 kg - Number of persons: 2+2 - Loading capacity 350 kg
Infos: www.incept.co.nz

SPREU - OTTER
The Otter has many standard innovations to improve its
safety on the water. The extra wide dimensions of its outer
tubes ensures that the boat will not easily tip over from any
unexpected big waves. The floor construction guarantees that
the Otter lies on its outer tubes preventing a rocking effect
from a rounded floor design. The variable seating positions
allows the boat to be optimally trimmed according to the
passengers‘ weight. The seats are fastened with quick release
belt in case of an emergency where quick exiting from the boat
is essential.

Length: 430 cm - Width: 114 cm - Tube dia: 38 - Chambers: 2 + 1 - Persons: 3
Infos: www.spreu-boats.com
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HYBRIDS
RIVERBUG – SUPERBUG

NEW FOR 2011

The SUPERBUG is a high performance craft that is extremely
versatile and excels in the hands of experts. Low volume
elliptical shaped tubes make it extremely responsive and easy
to hand-roll, and releasable thigh straps keep you secure when
rolling and performing freestyle moves. The 2011 model is
available in 2 different sizes.

Length: 155 and 159 cm - width: 72,5 and 74 cm - weight: 7,5 kg - paddler weight range: 55 - 95 kg
Infos: www.riverbug.me

RIVERBUG – FUN 360

NEW FOR 2011

The FUN 360 has stability and great handling that make it
ideal for beginners, white water clubs, rental and commercial
riverbug tours. The seat Length is adjustable and an optional
Velcro waist belt makes getting in and out a simple task.
Allround fun! Riverbugs are paddled with surf-fins (flippers)
and webbed gloves and maneuvered using ’reverse ferry-glide’
techniques. Riverbugging is great fun and super easy to learn.
From family fun to hardcore white water- the Riverbug.

Length: 153 cm - width: 85 cm - weight: 7 kg - paddler weight range: up to 110 kg
Infos: www.riverbug.me

NORTIK – SCUBI
The scubi is a real hybrid construction of an inflatable and
a folding kayak. It uses the advantages of both systems. The
frame is reduced to a necessary minimum to get a stiff and
good tracking boat. At the same time it works with inflatable
elements at the sides. The scubi came to the market in 2010
and is already an award-winning recreational kayak. It is
assembled in minutes and fits in a bag with 88 x 17 x 38 cm.

Length: 320 cm - width: 75 cm - weight: 8,5 kg Infos: www.nortik.com
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K1 - K2 Foldable

Providing maximum ease of transport for adventure on the water anywhere you want to go.

K1

NORTIK – NAVIGATOR

NEW FOR 2011

The nortik navigator is a high-end foldable sea kayak with a
wooden frame. It has an innovative system that allows a small
packing size (1 backpack) and a fast assembly. The navigator
is a light-weight, fast and very stiff kayak. The hull is made
of a mix of PVC and PU and comes with already installed keel
stripes. To sum up: ‘’Function meets Performance’’. Nortik is a
brand of the Out-Trade GmbH, Germany.

Length: 505 cm - width: 58 cm - weight: 19,5 kg - max. cap.: 170 kg
Infos: www.nortik.com

K1

TRITON – VUOKSA 1 ADVANCED

NEW FOR 2011

The Vuoksa advanced series is - beside the two- and threeseater - completed by a single-seater. It is made for tours on
rivers. Due to its Length-width-ratio and the integrated air
sponsons, it is made for people who prefer very good stability.
It comes including the rudder system. One packing bag and a
weight of 17 kg allows you to take the boat with you - wherever
you want to go. Triton advanced is a brand of the Out-Trade
GmbH, Germany.

Length: 400 cm - width: 75 cm - weight: 17 kg - max. cap.: 180 kg
Infos: www.tritonadvanced.com

K1

RIVERS AND TIDES – RAZOR PURE 3
The Razor Pure combines a dynamic design with uncompared
lightness – and that all together with the priceless look of a
mahagony kayak! With a weight of only 13,5 kg the Razor Pure
suits paddlers from 50 to 100 kg and still offers a lot of storage.
Razor Pure works reliably on lakes as well as on high seas. The
partable version of the Razor Pure adds just 2 kg weight but
offers the advantage of convenient storage and transport.

Length: 500 cm - width: 58 cm - weight: 15,5 kg - paddler weight range: 50 - 100 kg
Infos: www.riversandtides.de

K1

PAKBOATS - XT 17
The XT 17 is the newest of the Pakboats XT-Family. It is very
fast, and over-all paddling performance is exceptional. The stiff
frame structure allows for longer efficient hulls with consistent
rocker, and a multi-chine cross section further enhances
performance. The moderate hull depth minimizes wind effects
and gets the gunwales out of the way of your hands for
comfortable paddling. The XT 17 can be packed into a small
bag (85 x 40 x 60 cm).

Length: 520 cm - Beam: 60 cm - Depth: 25 cm - Packing Size: 85 x 40 x 50 cm - Weight: 20,5 kg - Loading capacity: 150 kg
Infos: www.pakboats.info
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K1

NAUTIRAID - GREENLANDER I 500
Single seat folding kayak with a small volume. Good course
maintenance, speedy and manoeuvrable due to its perfectly
trimmed underwater lines. Stable due to its “stabilairs”.
Totally unsinkable. Can be used with a sail or small motor. The
low deck and tight cockpit facilitate Eakimo rolling techniques.
Ideal for Excursions on sea, lakes or rivers. Can be made with a
wooden or an aluminium frame. Can be made with a Expedition
skin (Hypalon, very high resistance) or with a Touring skin
(PVC, lower weight).

Recommended maximum load: 130 kg - Length: 500 cm - Width: 59 cm (67 cm “Stabilairs” inflated) - Cockpit: Length: 92 cm Width: 40 cm
Infos: www.nautiraid.com

K1

NAUTIRAID – NARAK
Narak is the new sea kayak of the Nautiraid range. It meets
the objective of offering the aesthetics and handling of
a Greenland-style kayak with the advantages of modern
technology : ergonomics, large cockpit entrance, inside dry
storage. Narak is a foldable “skin-on-frame” kayak with a wood
(ash tree) structure, its skin being tailored in high durability
PVC fabric. The hard chine hull makes this boat very seaworthy.
Great to paddle in wind, Narak is very responsive to edging as
well as very stable on the edge. Like traditional kayaks it has
in its DNA speed and acceleration to catch waves. Narak, the
genuine kayak.

Length: 550 cm - width: 52 cm - weight: 22 kg
Infos: www.nautiraid.com

K2

PAKBOATS - PUFFIN II SARANAC
The most versatile folding kayak of the recreational Puffin
Series. With a weight of only 13 kg and a packing size of
75x30x40 cm, the Saranac can be used as a one-seater as well
as two seater. A foldable boat you really always can carry with
you.

Length: 460 cm - Beam: 74 cm - Depth: 28 cm - Packing Size: 75 x 30 x 40 cm - Weight: 13 kg - Loading capacity: 185 kg
Infos:www.pakboats.info

K2

TRITON - VUOKSA 2 ADVANCED
The Triton Vuoksa 2 advanced comes with a complete new seat
construction and the possibility to use it as well as a DoubleSeater and a Single-Seater. Perfect for people who paddle
sometimes together and sometimes alone. This very stiff boat
comes with installed keel strips, rudder system and deck. It fits
in one single packing bag.

Length: 482 cm - Beam: 85 cm - Depth: 40 cm - Packing Size: 110 x 40 x 25 cm - Weight: 24 kg - Payload: 230 kg
Infos: www.tritonkayaks.com

K2

NAUTIRAID - GRAND RAID II 500
Tandem folding kayak of medium volume with flooring (wood
models) and central keel. Very good tracking and manoeuvrability
because of its perfectly trimmed underwater lines. Extremely
stable due to its “Stabilairs”. Totally unsinkable. Can be easely
converted to a single seater and used with a sail or small
motor. Can seat two adults with two children. Recommended for
persons with a height of over 1.75metres. Ideal for excursions
on sea, lakes or rivers capable of long distance expeditions.

Length: 500 cm - Width: 80 cm (90cm “Stabilairs” inflated) - Cockpit: Length: 212 cm Width: 43 cm - Recommended maximum load: 300 kg
Infos: www.nautiraid.com
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Is a kayak offering adventure grade performance that doesn’t fit into a nice little category
too much to ask? Introducing the new boundary-shattering Dagger Axis series.
The Axis features versatile performance for a seamless transition from flatwater lakes to
moving waterways and rivers, all in one exciting package.
The Dagger Axis knows only one limit – the size of your imagination.

www.dagger.com
find us on facebook
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